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Abstract 
We demonstrate an equivalence between general types of Grothendieck categories and specific 
subcategories of the category of modules over certain endomorphism rings. This will yield as 
corollaries the equivalence results of Cohen-Montgomery and de1 Rio. In addition, this equiva- 
lence also yields information about the graded modules over rings graded by categories. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 16D90, 16WSO 
0. Introduction 
Categories of graded objects which arise in the investigation of group-graded rings 
have been explicitly described as module categories over various “smash product” 
rings. Examples of such “realization” results include those of Cohen and Montgomery 
[6, Theorem 2.21, Beattie [5, Theorem 2.61, Albu [3, Proposition 1.81, and de1 Rio [lo, 
Corollary 3.61. The main contribution of this article is Theorem 1.9, which presents 
a unified approach to these results. We then show in Section 2 that there is a large 
class of rings (called “rings graded by categories”), which include group-graded rings, 
to which this realization theorem applies. 
Historically, the aforementioned results arose as follows. In the fundamental paper 
[6], Cohen and Montgomery showed (among other things) that if R is a k-algebra 
graded by the finite group G, then the category R-gr of G-graded left R-modules is 
equivalent to the full category of left modules over the smash product ring R#k[G]*. 
Many different approaches were taken to produce an appropriate generalization of this 
result for infinite groups. Beattie [5] produced a (norm&al) smash product ring whose 
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full category of unitary modules is equivalent to R-gr for infinite G. Quinn [9] inves- 
tigated a unital smash product ring for infinite G which retained the germane fixed 
ring and skew group ring properties of the finite case. Albu and NBstHsescu [4] ex- 
tended the Cohen-Montgomery result with an eye towards describing the relationships 
between Quinn’s smash product ring and the ring EndR_,(U) of graded endomor- 
phisms of a canonical generator U of R-gr. The Albu-Nastasescu endomorphism ring, 
Quinn’s smash product ring, and Beattie’s smash product ring each coincide in the 
finite case with the Cohen-Montgomery construction; thus it is perhaps surprising that 
these three generalizations of [6] to infinite groups led to three distinct types of in- 
finite matrix rings. In [7], the second author obtained realization results for a large 
class of rings (which includes the aforementioned three specific types) by utilizing the 
Gabriel-Popescu theorem. 
Recently, Albu [3] and de1 Rio [lo] have shown that these categories of graded 
modules can be realized as subcategories of modules over appropriate matrix rings 
generated by a canonical module, with de1 Rio’s results being cast in the more general 
setting of G-sets. 
The purpose of the current article is twofold. First, we show that the Gabriel-Popescu 
result may be recast to yield more information than described in [7]. This new result 
yields, in the case of (G,X, R)-gr, a categorical version of de1 Rio’s result [lo, Corollary 
3.61 which explains how any of the appropriate infinite matrix rings (including those 
investigated by Beattie, Quinn, and Albu-NastHsescu mentioned above) may be used 
to realize the category R-gr. Secondly, we show that such results may be applied 
to structures more general than group-graded structures (so-called “rings graded by 
categories”); we thereby obtain each of the aforementioned results as a corollary. 
In this article we will discuss two types of categories; the symbol C will denote a 
small category, while the symbol % will be used to denote a Grothendieck category. 
The collection of objects in a category will be denoted by Ob(-) and the collection 
of morphisms by M(-). If f : B+B’ is a morphism in a category, then B (resp. B’) 
will be denoted by D(f) (resp. C(f)). F or each object B in a category, the identity 
morphism on B will be denoted by zg. Unless otherwise indicated, all morphisms will 
be composed from left to right (so that the notation fg = f o g will mean “first f, 
then 9”). All rings are assumed to be associative, possibly without identity (unless 
otherwise indicated). 
1. The equivalence theorem 
The goal of this first section is to prove the “realization” theorem described in the 
introduction; we accomplish this in Theorem 1.9. 
Let (U,), Ed be a family of objects of the Grothendieck category %?, 0 = & cy U, 
their product, and U = uxEX U, their coproduct. Let j : U -+ C? denote the canonical 
injection. For every x E X let e, : U, + U and &X = eXj : U, -+ 0 denote the canonical 
injections and rcX : l? + U and px = jnx : U + U, denote the canonical projections. Let 
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Q = rcxsx, Zz, = pxex and 4, = rcxex. P&C) will denote the set of finite subsets of X. 
Given F # 4 in Pa(X) we set QV = zxEF Q; we define 114 = 0. Given F, G E P&T), 
we have 
VF+VG =VFUG (for FnG = 41, and VF*VG = VF~G = VG-VF. 
In particular, ~FVG = VF if and only if G > F. We let a denote the ring 
d = Endcg( fi); 
then a is a unital ring with respect to the multiplication ~$3 = tl o /I (for u, /I E a). We 
denote by A0 the set 
A0 = 
1 
tl Ed 1 Vx E X,3F E PO(X) such that LXQ = @&?Zx . 
> 
Given a E A0 and x E X we set 
Note that ~F;EY]~ = a~~. In fact, given F E PO(X) such that ?I?7aqx = crq, we have 
that 
F,” = fl {G E Z’(F) 1 f/@r], = a~}. 
Lemma 1.1. Let 0: E A”,G E Po(X),F = UxEGFxQ. Then CX~G = QTCC~G. 
proof. We have the following sequence of equalities: 
‘VG = c a% = c UF;~% = c ?F?F;U% = VF. c ~F;cv/~ = ~Fu~G. q 
XEG XEG XEG XEG 
We denote by Z the set 
Z = {?Ffj 1 F E Po(x),f E HomdO, u>} . 
Proposition 1.2. A0 is a unital subring of A?, Z is an idempotent left ideal of A’, and 
@ A’?, G Z. 
XEX 
Moreover, equality holds in the above inclusion if and only if each U, is small. 
Proof. Let CI, /I E A0 and let x E X. Then r~ FLIUF~(a+/?)~x = (a+/?)~. Moreover, setting 
G = UyEF:@ we have, by Lemma 1.1, k/k% = ~G~~F~“cl~x = fiqF$x% = /?a&. 
Thus, A0 is a unital subring ofk 
It is easy to prove that Z is closed under addition. Now let c1 E A”, G E P,-,(X), f E 
Horn&c, u). Again using Lemma I.1 we get aqGfj = qFa?Gfj for F = U,,, Ft, 
so that Z is a left ideal of A’. Given n E X we have qx = ~~~~ = qJ’,j E I. Hence by 
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the foregoing, exEX A”y, = xX EX A”yX c I. Moreover, as every Y]F (for F E PO(X)) 
belongs to Z, Z is an idempotent left ideal. 
Assume now that each U, is small. Then, given x E X and f E Homq(6, U) there 
exists F E P&Y) such that eXjf = eXjf. CyEF h,. Therefore, we get 
rxfj = w,jfj = wkif j = ?jkjfjqF E C A”qy. 
YEF 
Conversely, assume that Z C xX cy A’q,. Let x E X, f E Horn~(U,, U) and set g = nxf. 
Then Z contains qXgj = xx&,zxfj = gj, so that gj = CyEF ayqY for suitable F E PO(X) 
and 01~ E A”. It follows that 
fj = cxrcxfj = Exgj = cx + C aynyeyj. 
YEF 
Therefore, f = cx . CyEF txynyey, and U, is small. c7 
Definition 1.3. We denote by H(U) the ring of all X-square column finite matrices A 
such that, for each (x, y) E X x X, the entry in the (x, y) position of /i (denoted by 
(i,,Y) belongs to Homv( U,, U,). For /i, A’ E H(U) the product n/i’ is given by 
The importance of H(U) in the sequel is twofold. First, it is straightforward to show 
that the mapping a H (E~cuc~),,,~,~, gives a ring isomorphism between A0 and H(U). 
In fact, given n E H(U) we have /iX,Y = &,a~,, where CI denotes the diagonal map 
of (c,., z~/?~,~)~~x. Thus H(U) affords a concrete, matricial description of the ring 
A’. In addition, it is easy to check that if each U, is small, the image of Z under this 
isomorphism is 
Z(U) = {A E H(U) ) &,y = 0 for almost every (x, y) E X x X} . 
Secondly, for each M E Ob(%) we define 
&@‘,M) = {VFf 1 F E po(X),f E How(&M)} . 
Given a E A0 and G E PO(~) we have by Lemma 1.1 that a?G = &?av]c; for F = 
U, EG F,“. Therefore, H& ~,M) has the natural structure of a left A’-module. Motivated 
by similar constructions made by Beattie and Albu-N%t&escu, we will view Hw( l?,M) 
as certain column vectors (indexed by X) having at most finitely many nonzero entries. 
From this perspective we see that H(U) (and hence A’) is the largest possible infinite 
matrix ring which may support Hq( fi,M) as a left module. Specifically, the finite 
column matrices Q are precisely those with the property that for each column vector 
Z having finitely many entries, QZ again has finitely many entries. 
With the above discussion in mind, for the remainder of this article we will de- 
note by A any arbitrary (but fixed) subring of A0 containing I. We do not assume 
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that A is unital, so that (for instance) we allow the possibility that A =I. Moreover, 
H,$(o,M) will denote the abelian group Hv(C?,M) equipped with the left A-module 
structure induced by the A’-module structure described above. For a given A, A-mod 
will denote the category of all left A-modules and A-Mod will denote the category of 
all unitary left A-modules (i.e., A-modules M for which AM = M). For F E PO(X) 
and f E Horn& 0, U) the assignment VF f H yIF fj yields an isomorphism of Hi (0, U) 
into I. Clearly, the mapping M H H$(l?, M) defines a left exact covariant 
fimctor 
Hi(t?,_): %?+A-mod. 
We note here that H&(U, -) is isomorphic to the fnnctor Homq( U, _) defined in [7]. 
Proposition 1.4. (a) If each U, (x E X) is small, then the functor Hi(U, -) commutes 
with coproducts. 
(b) If each U, (x E X) is projective, then the functor H$(U, -) is exact. 
(c) If (UxXEx is a system of generators of 97, then the functor H$(U, _) is full 
and faithful. 
Proof. Parts (a) and (b) are straightforward. It is not hard to verify (using the supposed 
inclusion I CA) that the proof of [7, Theorem 2.61 carries over verbatim to this more 
general setting, which gives (c). 0 
Definition 1.5. Given a left A-module M we let Gen(AM) denote the full subcategory 
of A-mod formed by the left A-modules X generated by M; that is, modules for which 
there exists an exact sequence of the form M(r)-+X-+O. 
An easy calculation shows that if AM E A-Mod, then Gen(,&f) CA-Mod. 
Lemma 1.6. For every M E Ob(%), H$(U,M) E Gen(J). Moreover, 
Gen(J) = {L E A-mod 1 IL = L} = L E A-mod 1 I, = @ qxL . 
XEX 
In particular, Gen(iZ) = I-Mod. 
Proof. Given F E f%(X) and f E Hon& U’, M) we have VFf = nF(nFf ). Hence, 
H$(U, M) E Gen(,J). The remaining statements follow from the fact that I is idem- 
potent. 0 
Lemma 1.7. The “restriction of scalars” functor D: Gen(,J) + Gen(tI) = I-Mod is 
a category equivalence. 
Proof. This proof is modeled on that of [lo, Lemma 3.51; we include the details 
for completeness. The functor D is obviously faithful. Let M,N E Gen(AZ) and f E 
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Homl(M,N). Given m E A4 = IM there is an F E PO(X) such that m = vF?n. Let 
a EA. Then 
(am)f = (a?Fm)f = UvF. (vFm)f = a. (vFm)f = a. (m)f 
with the second equality holding as a@ E I. Therefore, f E HomA(kf,N), so that D is 
full. 
Now let M E Gen(rZ). As above, for m E A4 = ZM we have m = nFm for some 
F E PO(X). For each a E A we set 
We must show this definition does not depend on F. To this end let G E PO(X) with 
m = ?Gm. men (a?F)m = (wFUGvF)m = (a?FUG)?Fm = (aqFUG)m = (aqFUG)?Gm = 
(~n~“ono)m = (ano)m. Therefore the above definition yields a left A-module structure 
on M. As D is full we get AM E GenbZ), and D(M) = M. 0 
We are now in a position to prove the main results of this article. 
Theorem 1.8. Let (U,),,X be a system of small generators of a Grothendieck cate- 
gory V. Then the functor 
S = H&o, _): v+ Ge&z) 
has a left adjoint T. Moreover, the adjunction TS -+ 1~ is an isomorphism and T 
is exact. Thus, S induces an equivalence between W and the quotient category of 
Gen(Az) by Ker(T). 
Proof. By [7, Theorem 2.1 l] the result is valid for the particular functor S = Hi(o, _). 
We now need only apply Lemma 1.7 to conclude that the equivalence holds for all 
fimctors of the specified type. 0 
In a manner analogous to the above theorem, we similarly obtain 
Theorem 1.9. Let (Ux),,x be a system of small projective generators of a Grothen- 
dieck category %, and let A be any subring of A0 containing I. Then the functor 
S = H;(&_): V+Gen(AI) 
is an equivalence. 
We conclude this section by pointing out the connection between our results and 
those of de1 Rio [lo]. Let G be a group and let X be a left G-set. Given a G-graded 
ring R, (G,X, R)-gr will denote the category of (left) graded R-modules of type X; 
i.e., of those R-modules M such that it4 = @x,xMx as additive subgroups, and for 
all g E G, x E X we have RBMx CM,,. Let Bc be the subring of the ring FCMx(R) 
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of X-square column finite matrices over R defined by 
B” = A E FCMx(R) I rl,,Y E c R, 
9Y=x 
Since the collection {R(n) 1 x E X} of x-suspensions form a system of finitely gener- 
ated projective generators of (G,X,R)-gr (see [8, Theorem 2.8]), and since 
Hom(c,x,~)-gr(R(x),R(y)) 2 $ R, 
via right multiplication, we get as a corollary of Theorem 1.9 the following result of de1 
Rio (which in turn gives the aforementioned realization results of Cohen-Montgomery, 
Beattie, Albu-NHstlsescu, and Albu). 
Corollary 1.10 (de1 Rio [lo, Corollary 3.61). For every subring B ofB” which contains 
I = {A E B” 1 Ax,y = 0 for almost every (x, y) E X x X} , there is an equivalence of 
categories between (G,X, R)-gr and Gen(BI). 
We will describe in the next section another class of graded structures to which 
Theorem 1.9 may be applied. 
2. Rings graded by categories 
If G is a group, then G may be viewed as a category having one object, whose 
morphisms are the elements of G, and with composition of morphisms defined to be 
multiplication in G. From this point of view, the definition below follows as a natural 
generalization. 
Definition 2.1. Let C be any small category (i.e., the collection of morphisms M(C) 
is a set). We say that a ring R is graded by the category C if there is a family 
{Rf 1 f E M(C)} of additive subgroups of R such that R = afEMcCj Rf, and for 




if fg is defined, 
otherwise. 
If R is a ring graded by the category C, we say that the unitary left R-module N 
is graded by C if there is a family {Nf 1 f E M(C)} of additive subgroups of N 
such that N = $ f EM(C) Nf, and R/N, C_ Nfg whenever f g is defined, zero otherwise. 
We say that the R-linear map A : N + N’ is a graded morphism if (N,)Ac Ni 
for all g E M(C); we denote the collection of graded morphisms from N to N’ by 
HomR-&N,N’). We will denote by R-gr the category of graded left R-modules and 
graded morphisms. 
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Many well-known classes of rings are examples of rings graded by categories. As a 
first example, by viewing a group as a category as described above it is easy to see 
that group-graded rings and modules are objects graded by a category. 
If (X, 2) is a preordered set, we may view (X, 2) as a category whose object set is 
X, with morphisms Mor~(x, v) = { &,} when x < y, and Mor,&, y) = 4 otherwise. 
Composition is given by IXY o &.=I,; note that Ix, is a morphism by transitivity. 
If X is locally finite and A is any unital ring, then the incidence ring I(X,A) is a unital 
ring which is graded by the category X. 
As another example, let A be any unital ring, and let X = {w, x, JJ,Z} denote the 
partially ordered set whose relations are given by {w 5 x 5 z, w 5 y 5 z}. Let 
C denote the partially ordered set {a, b} where a 5 b. Then M(C) consists of the 
three morphisms {&, lab, &}, which we denote by 1, a, and 2, respectively. A 
straightforward computation shows that the incidence ring R = I(X,A) is graded by C 
as follows (where e,b denotes the standard matrix unit in the u-row, b-column): 
& = ~ew,x~Aew,y$Aew,z, 
R2 = Ae,,,~Ae,,y~Ae,,,~Ae,,,~Ae,,. 
If r is a quiver then r may be viewed as a category whose object set is the vertices 
of r, and Morr(v, w) = {directed paths which originate at v and terminate at w}. (For 
each vertex v in r we include the trivial path inside Mor(v,u).) Composition is given 
by juxtaposition. For any field k and any quiver r the path algebra kT is a ring graded 
by the category r. We note that kT is unital if and only if r has finitely many vertices. 
More generally, if Z is an ideal of kT generated by paths, then the quotient kr/I (a 
so-called “monomial algebra”) is graded by r. 
These and other examples of rings graded by categories are described in further 
detail in [l]. 
Definition 2.2. Suppose that R is a ring graded by the category C, and suppose N E 
R-gr. Given f, g E M(C) we set 
N(f), =x{Nh I hof is defined and h o f = g} 
It is trivial to check that the sum 
c {N(f), I g E M(C)} 
is direct; we denote it by N(f). Since Rk . N(f), c N(P)& if k, g E M(C) with kg 
defined, and is zero otherwise, we see that N(f) is in fact a graded R-module. 
We may associate with any small category C the semigroup SC = M(C) U {z~} 
(where zc is any symbol not in M(C)), having the same compositions as in M(C), 
but with f . g = zc in Sc whenever f o g is not defined in M(C). With this in mind, 
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one might expect that all of the above definitions and constructions would be valid in 
this more general setting of semigroups with zero. However, the following issue arises: 
if z denotes the zero element in the semigroup S, what should the definition of N(f )= 
be? 
If we define N( f )= = ChES {Nh 1 h f = z} ,then if S is not of the form SC for some 
category C it is in fact possible to have N(f )= # (0) while N, = (0). In particular, 
if the goal is to study S-graded modules having (0) as the z-component, then this 
definition of N(f )z is not appropriate in non-categorical settings. 
On the other hand; if we attempt to rectify the problem posed in the previous 
paragraph by studying S-graded modules having no restriction on the z-component, 
then unfortunately we do not get that the set {R(f) 1 f E S} is a family of pro- 
jective generators for R-p-. As this set is of fundamental importance in our discus- 
sion (cf. Proposition 2.7), we do not in this article investigate “shifted” modules in 
the setting of semigroups more general than those arising from the morphisms of a 
category. 
Lemma 2.3. Let N E R-gr, f, g E M(C), and assume that f o g is defmed. Then 
N(f 0 g) = (N(f))(g). 
Proof. Let k E M(C). Then 
((N(f ))(g))k = c {N(f )h 1 h 0 g is defined and hog = k} 
= k x{Nz 1 t o f is defined and t o f = h, 
h f 
and h 0 g is defined and h o g = k} 
= c {N, 1 t o (f o g) is defined and t o (f o g) = k} 
= tN(f og))k 0 
We denote by F : R-gr + R-Mod the forgetful tkctor; specifically, given N E R-gr, 
F(N) = N when regarded as a left R-module. 
Corollary 2.4. Let N be a graded R-module, and let f E M(C) with D = D(f ). 
(a) F(N(f )) = F(N(lo)). 
(b) N(lD)(f) = N(f ). 
(c) For every B E Oh(C), N(zB) is a graded submodule of N and 
N = @ N(~B) in R-gr. 
BEOb(C) 
Proof. Part (a) follows immediately by definition, and (b) is clear from the above 
lemma. Part (c) follows by noting that for B f Oh(C) and h E M(C), N(rs)h = Iv, if 
B = C(h) and is zero otherwise. q 
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Proposition 2.5. The collection {R(f) 1 f E M(C)} is a family of generators for 
R-gr. In particular, R-gr is a Grothendieck category. 
Proof. Let _4, A’ : N +N’ be morphisms in R-gr and assume that n # A’. Then there 
exists f E M(C) and 0 # x E NJ such that (x)n # (x)4’. As N = RN we may assume 
without loss of generality that x = ry for suitable r E R,, y E Nh, where g, h E M(C), 
g o h is defined, and g o h = f. By definition we in fact have r E (R(h))f. It is now 
easy to check that the mapping a +--+ ay defines a graded morphism a : R(h) + N 
having (r)cL = ry = x. Thus (r)a_4 = (x)/l # (x)4’ = (r)aA’, which yields the desired 
result. 0 
Definition 2.6. Let R be a ring graded by the category C. We call R locally unital 
in case 
(i) The ring R,, is tmital for every B E C%(C) (we denote the identity of R,, by 
lo), and 
(ii) for each g E Morc(B,B’) and r E R,, lgr = r = rlgr. 
Examples of locally unital rings graded by a category abound. For instance, it is easy 
to show that each of the examples described subsequent to Definition 2.1 is locally 
unital. In case C is a group, then a straightforward check shows that the ring R graded 
by C is locally unital exactly when it is unital. More generally, a locally unital ring 
R graded by the category C is tmital if and only if Oh(C) is finite; in this case, 
1 = CEEOb(C) 15 
Proposition 2.7. If R is a locally unital ring graded by the category C, then the 
collection {R(f) 1 f E M(C)} is a family of finitely generated projective generators 
for R-gr. 
Proof. It is straightforward to show that R(Q) = Rls as left R-modules for each object 






in R-gr, and let B = D(f ). Then, by Corollary 2.4, F(R(f )) = F(R(ze)) = RUB; 
moreover, 1~ E R(f )f. Hence, (1s)~ E NY. Since, /l is graded and surjective we have 
(1s)~ = (xf)B for some xf E Mf. Then y : R(f) + M defined by (rle)y = rl~xf 
is a morphism in R-gr which makes the diagram commute. Note that R(f) is finitely 
generated in R-gr since, as a left R-module, it is just RUB. The result now follows from 
Proposition 2.5. 0 
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With the above proposition in hand, we now apply Theorem 1.9 of Section 1 to 
locally unital rings graded by categories to get: 
Theorem 2.8. Let C be any category such that the collection of morphisms M(C) 
is a set. Let R = @ f‘EM(Cj Rf be a locally unital ring graded by C and let R-gr 
denote the category of graded left R-modules. Let A, 0, and I denote the rings and 
modules described in Section 1 corresponding to the category R-gr and the family of 
generators {R(f) 1 f E M(C)}. Then the functor 
H&( 0, _) : R-gr + Gen(J) 
is a category equivalence. In particular, 
H&.( 0, _) : R-gr + Gen(lI) 
is a category equivalence. 
We will conclude this article by describing generalizations to rings graded by cate- 
gories of the various smash product constructions for group-graded rings which were 
discussed in the introduction. The goal here is to give a concrete, matricial description 
of the rings which “realize” R-gr for a ring R graded by a category. 
For morphisms h, k in C we set 
Cf = {f E M(C) ( fk is defined, and fk = h} . 
Deli&ion 2.9. We denote by RAC the subring of the ring FCMM(~)(R) of all M(C)- 
square column finite matrices over R defined by 
RAC = A E FCM&c,(R) ( A,, E @R, fort E CT and,4f,s = 0 if CT = 4 . 
t 
The connection between RAC and the rings described in Section 1 will follow from 
Lemma 2.10. Let R be a locally unital ring graded by the category C. Given f, g E 
M(C) we have 
How,,(R(f ),R(g)) g @ Rt 
f=Q 
via right multiplication. 
Proof. Let B = D(f). By Corollary 2.4 and the proof of Proposition 2.5 we have 
R(f) = (R(le))(f) = (Rle)(f ). Therefore, every a E Hom,+g,(R(f), R(g)) is com- 
pletely determined by (1~)a. As 1~ E ((Rle)(f))f, we must have (ls)a E R(g)f = 
efEtg Rt by the definition of graded morphisms. On the other hand, if a E ef =,s Rt, 
then a = 1Ba. Thus, the map a : R(f) --) R(g) defined via rl~ H ra is well defined, 
and is a graded morphism. 0 
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Using Lemma 2.10 along with Definitions 1.3 and 2.2, it is clear that the ring RAC is 
precisely the ring H(U) in the particular setting of graded rings and modules. Similarly, 
the ideal I(U) of H( U) corresponds to the ideal K of RAC consisting of those matrices 
which have at most finitely many nonzero entries. Moreover, given N = @fEM(CjNf 
in R-gr, H&J I?,N) can be regarded as the abelian group N endowed with the left 
A-module structure defined via 




for n = (A,,) E A and n = C gEM(Cj ng E N. Thus using the results of Section 1, 
along with Theorem 2.8, we get the following matricial description of the category 
R-gr : 
Theorem 2.11. Let R be a locally unital ring graded by the category C. Let K denote 
the ideal of RAC consisting of those matrices which have at most jnitely many 
nonzero entries. Let A be any subring of RAC which contains K. Then the category 
R-gr of C-graded left R-modules is equivalent o the category Gen(AK) of left A- 
modules generated by K. 
The above theorem immediately yields each of the realization results offered in the 
works of Cohen-Montgomery, Beattie, and Albu-Nast.&escu which were mentioned in 
the introduction. 
When C is finite, then clearly the rings RAC, A, and K mentioned in the above 
result coincide. In this situation we denote these rings by R#C; we point out below 
that when C is finite this notation is consistent with the smash product notation used 
by other authors. Using the fact that for any unital ring T we have Gen(TT) = T-Mod, 
we immediately get the following corollary to the above Theorem in this situation. 
Corollary 2.12. Let R be a locally unital ring graded by the jnite category C. Then 
the category R-gr of C-graded left R-modules is equivalent to the category R#C-Mod 
of left R # C-modules. 
We conclude this article with a few observations. First, if the category C is right- 
cancellative (i.e., for all f, f’,g E M(C) with fog and f’og defined, if f og = f’og, 
then f = f’), then the ring RAC may be described as 
RAC = {A E FCM M(C)(R) 1 Atg,g E Rt if tg is defined, and is 0 elsewhere} ;
this is completely analogous to the corresponding construction in the group-graded 
case. 
Secondly, we point out some of the relationships between our construction and 
Quinn’s smash product ring. Let C be any category. Then the ring R embeds in the 
ring RAC as follows. Let p: R+RAC be the map which takes each r = CIEM(cj rf 
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to f, where fh,k = xf,,$ rf if Ci # 4 and &k = 0 otherwise. We see that r” always 
has finite columns. (In general, however, r” need not have finite rows; in fact, for a 
fixed rf # 0, it is possible to have h E M(C) such that fk = h for infinitely many k.) 
It is routine to prove that p is an injective ring homomorphism, with p( 1) = 1 when- 
ever 1 f R and R is locally unital. (We note that if C happens to be right cancellative 
and R is unital, then one can show that R is in fact locally unital.) Now, following 
Quinn, one may consider the ring R#C; this is defined to be the ring spanned by 
R and {R&M(c), where pf is the matrix having (f,f)-component equal to lo 
and is 0 elsewhere. For given r, E Rt, 3. pf = 0 unless tf is defined. In this case, 
r”. pf is the matrix having (tf,f)-entry equal to r, and is 0 elsewhere. From this we 
conclude that Cf EM(C) kpf = K, so that R# C can be regarded as the smallest sub- 
ring of RAC which contains both K and I?. Note that, since the {pf} are orthogonal, 
K=$ fEMcCji?pf. Moreover, a routine check shows that RlD(f) 2 jpf for each 
f E M(C), so that K is a projective left R-module. 
However, in contrast to the group-graded situation, we need not in general have 
pfFt E K, as (pfft)f,k = r, for all k having tk = f. When C is left-cancellative (i.e., 
forallf,g,g’EM(C)withfogandfog’defined,iffog=fog’theng=g’) 
we do in fact get pfFr E K for all f, t E M(C), which yields (as in the group-graded 
case) R#C = I? + K. Nevertheless, if M(C) is infinite, we cannot mimic the group 
case to conclude that i? n K = (0). Specifically, given 0 # r, E R,, it can happen that 
tg is defined only for finitely many g. In further contrast to the group case, we cannot 
conclude in general that K equals C fEM(C) pfi? unless C is left cancellative (in the 
left-cancellative case we get ptfFl = Ftpf whenever tf is defined). Additionally, we 
note that even if C is finite and both left and right cancellative we need not have that 
K is a projective right R-module (details are provided in [2]). 
We briefly note in conclusion that our ring RAC is not the ring RVC described in [4]; 
the ring RVC contains row-finite entries, while our ring RAC contains column-finite 
entries. Although this distinction between RVC and RAC may on the surface seem 
superficial, we will describe in a fnture article the inherent differences between them. 
Appendix 
A semigroup S (possibly with zero) is said to have local identities in case S con- 
tains a subset E of orthogonal idempotents, having the property that for any nonzero 
f E S there exist unique elements e, e’ E E with ef e’ = f. If C is a category whose 
morphisms M(C) form a set, then M(C) may clearly be viewed as a semigroup having 
local identities. In the article “Realization theorems for categories of graded modules 
over semigroup-graded rings” (Comm. Algebra 22, 1994, 5343-5388), the authors and 
de1 Rio have proved a result analogous to Proposition 2.7 for all semigroups hav- 
ing local identities and finite subset E. (A redefinition of modules of the form R(f) 
is required.) This in turn implies that all the results contained in the current article 
subsequent to Proposition 2.7 are in fact valid in this setting as well. 
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